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What’s a password manager?
Think of a password manager like a “digital vault” for saving your usernames
and passwords for your online accounts. A password manager will generate,
retrieve, and keep track of super-long, crazy-random passwords across
countless accounts for you, while also protecting all your vital online info—not
only passwords but PINs, credit-card numbers and their three-digit CVV codes,
answers to security questions, and more—with encryption so strong that it
might take a hacker between decades and forever to crack.
To get into your “digital vault”, you only need to
remember one master password. Because of this, a
password manager adds security and
convenience when you work, communicate, shop,
surf and connect online.
There are many password managers on the
market, and their differences lie in the
features, some free and some for a small
fee. The paid features are generally for
features such as alerts when one of your
sites or services has been breached, priority customer service, the ability
to change your old passwords automatically on certain sites, seamless
syncing, and a smart, engaging interface.

Many people use password managers for convenience. When
you log into dozens of accounts each day (or even hundreds,
if you are working with your team or managing client
accounts), it’s ludicrous to think you can remember all of
them.
Which is why so many people tend to use the same
password, even when they know that can be risky. It’s just
so much easier!

In the early days of the internet, you only had a handful of online accounts.
But now, especially after going through a global pandemic, so much of our
lives is managed online. The 2019 Google Online Security Survey found 52
percent of respondents reused the same password for multiple accounts.
Years ago, it was easy to get away with passwords like “1234” or “password”.
On most all websites now, you’re required to use more characters and
combine letters, numbers, mixed cases and/or
symbols to make a more secure password.
Remembering all your passwords, especially
personal accounts vs. work accounts and
across multiple devices, becomes very easy
with a password manager.
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What are the diﬀerent types of
password managers?

57% of people who have
already been scammed in
phishing attacks still haven’t
changed their passwords. -

The first step to figuring out what will work for you and
your business is understanding the types. There are
several types of password managers: desktop-based,
cloud-based and browser-based.

Desktop-Based Password Managers
Desktop-based password managers save your passwords locally on your
device, like your laptop or desktop, in an encrypted vault.
Great for: people who simply don’t want their passwords on a network. Some
desktop-based password managers allow you to install them on multiple
devices, and then sync them altogether when you connect to the internet.
Not great for: business or enterprise users seeing to share passwords among
employees or team members.
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Cloud-Based
Cloud-based password managers save your passwords and data on the service
provider’s network. The data gets transmitted from your web-browser over the
internet using an encrypted communication channel. Examples of these
include password managers like LogMeOnce.
Great for: convenience, since you can access your passwords from any device
once you log into your password manager account, and you can share
passwords among employees.
Not great for: people who don’t want to put the security of their data directly in
the hands of the service provider.

Browser-Based
Browser-based password managers are
the built-in features of browsers like
Firefox, Chrome and Safari. The browser
saves your password, so the next time
you use it, it’s already set with your
username and password.
Great for: being easy-to-use with no
additional costs involved.
Not great for: security. These are the
least secure of the three types, because anyone who uses your device and can
access your usernames and passwords by opening your browser. Also not
useful for business or enterprise users.
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What are diﬀerent types of
password management solutions
for a business?

The password “123456” is still used
by 23 million account holders.
- dataprot.net

There are several different ways to secure passwords and accounts for a small
business of one person up to enterprise-level users. The more sophisticated
the requirements, the more resources are needed to put the security structures
in place and continue to manage them.

The baseline needs of all
companies is to manage
passwords, autofill and auto
login to websites and
applications. Some companies
have additional needs and compliance requirements.

For example, Single Sign-On (SSO) and Privileged Access Management (PAM)
are security solutions suited for companies with sophisticated needs and IT
resources to setup, maintain and monitor the systems.
With SSO, organizations can give access to multiple applications with a single
username and password combination for each session. SSO uses a protocol,
like SAML, in order to do this. It’s very secure, but this means that service
providers must support the protocol in order for it to work.
With PAM, organizations can authorize and monitor select users that are given
access to sensitive accounts. PAM can also protect against accidental or
intentional misuse of the privileged access. However, a PAM solution still
needs to have an SSO and a password manager in order to secure your entire
organization.
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Password managers are the first solution and line of
defense for businesses, whether used in combination
with SSO or PAM or used alone. If your organization is
looking to secure all your user accounts while also
enabling strong passwords, a password manager is
the best.
Instead of everyone using the same password everywhere, a password manager
enables them to use unique, complex passwords for each account. All they need
to keep track of is one master password to access the password manager.
Using a Password Manager and an SSO together is a perfect combination to
secure all could applications and to support your employees and allow them to
organize both personal and professional passwords. (For example, if an
employee has a Travelocity account for both personal and professional use, or if
an employee is using the same device personally and professionally.)
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Besides saving passwords, why
would you use a password
manager?

90% of internet users are
worried about getting their
passwords hacked.
- dataprot.net

1. You can auto-generate highly secure new passwords whenever you need, and
securely save other data (e.g. notes, travel details, receipts, credit cards, etc.).
Password managers have generator tools that create random, long, alphanumeric
password combinations that prevent someone from guessing your password.
2. Many password managers can protect you from malicious websites, called
phishing sites.
A phishing site is a scam. It’s a fake clone of a website. A password manager
installed on your web browser will not auto-complete the username and password
fields on a website that’s made as a clone of a legitimate website. The site won’t be
recognized by your software,.
3. Beneficiaries can be designated so that the password vault can be opened in the
event you aren’t able to.
4. Many password managers can sync across multiple devices and operating
systems. (So if you use a Windows machine at work and a Mac and iPad at home,
you’ll be able to access your passwords regardless.)
5. When used in combination with with dark web monitoring and notification of
compromised passwords or accounts, password managers can prevent you from
identity theft.
6. Most password managers make it easier to securely share passwords among
team members when needed.
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Enterprise password
management mistakes you don’t
want to make

51% of people use the same
passwords for both work and
personal accounts.
- dataprot.net

In your business, dealing with passwords can become another
administrative task that takes a backseat in priorities. With dozens of
accounts for employees, plus client and company accounts, it’s much
easier to default to whatever is convenient!
But this is what hackers count on: people ignoring password security.

These are the most common mistakes with
passwords that make everyone in your
organization more vulnerable:
• Using the same password for multiple accounts
• Using simple or easy-to-guess passwords
• Improper password security, such as writing passwords on a piece of
paper that anyone could see or that could be lost
• Foregoing multi-factor authentication
• Storing passwords in the web browser that you use regularly
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7 proven best practices for
selecting a password manager
Building a proper security foundation is essential for a
successful protection of your passwords and data.
However, it’s rare to find clear guidance on how to do
this! Where do you begin figuring out the most efficient,
effective solution for your company?
This 7-step outline will guide you.

1. Assess company risks, password needs, and protect and
encrypt your passwords so that you and your team are in
full control
Whether your company has 3 users or 1,000+ users, it is important to perform
an assessment of your password challenges in your company, so you can
prepare an effective plan. It is important to answer questions such as, How
many passwords do you have in your team? Does every person manage
passwords differently? Is it just your team that needs to protect their
passwords? Or as keepers of sensitive personal and financial information, do
you also need access to and manage your clients’ passwords?

2. Centralize your company’s passwords for better control,
increase productivity, and improve business continuity
Just like customer relationship management (CRM) tool keeps all your
prospects and customers centralized in a database, you can manage your leads
and assets by making sure all your passwords are centralized, so you have full
control of all your passwords.
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3. Create corporate password, identity, and
authentication policies
Creating a companywide centralized security policy is an
important aspect of information systems security and
protection against data breaches.
Comprehensive password, identity, and authentication
policies are necessary and essential. Multi-layer protection
such as 2FA and MFA are powerful, ideal, but sometimes
cumbersome and difficult to use.

A Verizon data breach
report suggests 80% of
breaches within the

4. Achieve data breach protection by

hacking category

monitoring leaked corporate accounts and

involves brute force or

passwords floating in the dark web

the use of lost and

The dark web is a hidden network of websites that aren’t

stolen credentials.

accessible by normal browsers. It’s where your personally
identifying information can end up after it’s been stolen.
Savvy visitors of the dark web use special software to mask
their identities and activities. Hackers may be stealing your
credentials to use it for themselves or to sell it to others who
have nefarious intentions.
If your information ends up on a dark web marketplace, anybody
could buy it, putting your credentials and identity in more
danger. It is important for you to constantly monitor if or when
your email accounts, and passwords end up in the dark web, so
when it happens, you can immediately reset passwords to
compromised accounts.
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5. Increase your cloud data protection, privacy, and take
control by automatically encrypting all your cloud files
By encrypting data at rest, you are essentially converting your customer’s
sensitive data into another form of data. It is simply turning clear text data to
shredded data, which has no value for hackers.
This happens through an algorithm that cannot be understood by a user who
does not have an encryption key to decode it. This generally can be achieved
by using 256-bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). However, when the data
is encrypted, the vendor holds the encryption key, so it can decrypt the data
and present it to you seamlessly.
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6. Achieve compliance by generating real-time metrics,
reports, and review impact and effectiveness of your
company’s password policy
Cybersecurity challenges have heightened security concerns . As a result,
organizations are required to adopt security strategies and put security
measures and control in place that comply with various industry and
government regulations such as NIST, PCI-DSS, FISMA, HIPAA, NERC-CIP, ISOIEC 27001, SOX.
The need for having real-time metrics, charts, reports of your compliance
status in essential to solving your security challenges.

7. Make your workforce risk-aware and keep up with
constantly changing technologies and cybersecurity
threats—end-user security awareness expands through
effective security training
Cybersecurity challenges have heightened security concerns .
Regular security and password training is essential.
Every employee requires some level of password
training on the risks associated with the use, creation,
and management of passwords, insecure websites
and phishing schemes so that they can be aware of
current threats. Employees must understand the
impact of password security issues on their workday
and personal lives.
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When you’re ready to consider a password manager for
your business, there are dozens of options. Here are
features to look for that will be useful for business
purposes.

Quality Password Generation
As you may expect, one of the most important attributes of a quality password
manager for your company is its password generation algorithm.
To elaborate, the safest passwords are ones that include random strings of
numbers, letters, and special characters. So, there’s a huge difference between a
password like waves96 and d#gz8q5^56wtr%2sb.
It’s also important to understand why these complicated passwords are integral
to optimizing your data security. Many hackers implement a method known as
‘brute-force hacking’ when looking to compromise information.
As the name suggests, this involves
repeatedly guessing a potential password
over and over again until they’re able to
find the right one. Hackers typically make
use of a large number of compromised
computers to help facilitate this endeavor.
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A password manager won’t do you much good if
anyone who is using your device is able to access the
passwords stored within the software.
Secure Access
Your password manager should require a master password or better be a
PasswordLess solution before any other information is displayed.
Since businesses are inherently more at risk than individual users, it’s best to
choose a password manager that has two-factor authentication or it is
PasswordLess. This will allow you to prevent unauthorized access to your list
of passwords, keeping your data far safer.
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Look for a password manager that prevents even the
password manager provider from seeing your
passwords and data with end-to-end encryption.

End-to-End Encryption
The only way to keep your data as secure as possible is by incorporating
end-to-end encryption.
This term simply means that nobody but the user is able to access
password information. If a password manager’s provider is able to see
password data, then a data breach that occurs at this company could cause
your information to get leaked onto the Internet. So you want end-to-end
encryption, meaning that the password manager provider can’t see your
password data.
(It’s important to know, though, that you’ll be entirely responsible for
remembering your master password since your provider won’t be able to
facilitate access to it if you forget it.)

Browser and Operating System Support
In general, most password managers will have no trouble integrating with
popular browsers and operating systems. This is particularly important for
businesses that don’t always use the most current version of a software.
Ongoing Development
Unfortunately, cybercriminals are continually making advancements in the
techniques that they use to compromise data. This is one of the primary
factors why the cybercrime industry is projected to be worth so much
money by the end of this year.
Fortunately, there are just as many advancements being made in data
security. In order for current password management technology to remain
effective, it’s imperative that developers continually improve their
software.

38.6% write their passwords down on a piece of
paper. 27.7% use a secure password manager.
17.7% reuse the same password for multiple
accounts. 9.5% keep all their passwords in a file
on their computer.
- DigitalGuardian.com

Password Manager Software Checklist To Help You Compare
Options

✓ Is there a personal and business edition? What are the differences?
✓ Does it include extensions to work with all major browsers and operating systems (e.g.
Windows and Mac, iOS, and Android, Chrome, Firefox, Edge, Safari, Internet Explorer)?

✓ Does it work on all devices (mobile, iPads and notepads, laptops and desktops)?
✓ Does it make it easy to share passwords within a team? Does it have any advanced
permissions for sharing?

✓ Does it include advanced permissions for access such as PasswordLess login without
Master Password?

✓ Does it offer security for data store in the cloud (like Dropbox, AmazonS3 or Microsoft
OneDrive)?

✓ Does it alert to weak passwords and re-used passwords?
✓ Does it offer monitoring reports of usage for different accounts within your organization?
✓ Does it offer two-factor authentication (2FA) for additional security?
✓ Does it allow secure and convenient sharing among employees?
✓ How user-friendly is it?
✓ How easy is the onboarding and offboarding process for employees?
✓ Does it allow for organization of passwords, such as into categories or
folders, for personal and professional use?

✓ Does it have administrative controls and monitoring tools?
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Is there a password manager solution that supports all the
different types, uses and features mentioned in this guide?
Yes. LogMeOnce password manager has personal, business and enterprise-level
editions to support the different requirements of each. LogMeOnce has the option
to be desktop-based or cloud-based, for personal accounts, depending on your
preferences.
LogMeOnce as a cloud based password manager encrypted user data on user
system and stores encrypted data to cloud. LogMeOnce has end-to-end encryption,
which means it does not know what your passwords are. It also stores an an offline
version of your password in case you're in airplane and would like to use your
password, similar to Airplane mode.
LogMeOnce also has:
• Advanced user access control and privileges, Active Directory integration, plus
SSO with SAML support, for businesses & enterprise users
• Comprehensive two-factor authentication (2FA) with several different options
• Security monitoring and activity reports for managing your team.
• Advanced password policy and apps password policy for your organization.

Sign Up For a Free
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Perhaps most importantly, LogMeOnce can be installed
and set up with a few clicks. If you want your team to
adopt a password manager, a password manager will
only keep you secure if your team actually uses it. Your
employees s can begin using it without a timeconsuming learning curve.
Try it risk-free
You can give LogMeOnce a try with no risk. Sign up for a 14-day free trial and
decide if it’s a great fit for your business. There’s nothing to lose, and potentially a
massive increase in online security to gain!

Sign Up For a Free Trial
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